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Brian Boitano’s Skating Spectacular, Budweiser Events Center, Loveland, December 16, 2006. 

 

By Tim Van Schmidt 

 

For a first time covering a skating event, Brian Boitano’s Skating Spectacular at the Budweiser 

Events Center on December 16 was very cool. You couldn’t have asked for a better position for a 

photographer- right at the ice’s edge on one end- and the athletes were top notch. Add in a little 

live music from world music chart-toppers Celtic Woman, attractive, well-designed staging and a 

near sell-out crowd offering the performers an appreciative reception. Let’s also throw in that the 

event was being taped by NBC for broadcast on January 1 and you have a memorable 

experience. 

 

Now I called the skaters “athletes” because despite the smooth artfulness of figure skating, there 

was a lot of physicality to it that speaks to sport just as strongly as it does to art. Sure the 

costumes were colorful and the skating was full of deliberately dramatic posing and posturing. 

But the continual body lifts, occasional feats of acrobatics and general whirling and twirling 

demanded much more than artifice- like dance but balanced on the thin edge of the skate and 

constantly in motion. 

 

The skills needed to make this look good happened to be champion’s skills and Boitano 

surrounded himself on the ice with plenty of champions, including two-time US National 

Champion Michael Weiss, eight-time British National Champion Steven Cousins, 2004 Skate 

American Silver Medalist Ryan Jahnke and 2004 National Championships fourth place winner 

Amber Corwin. These skaters, including Boitano, turned in energetic solo performances. 

 

The pair skaters- including 2002 Olympic Gold Medalists Jamie Sale and David Pelletier, 1994 

World Champion and U.S. National Pairs Champion Yuka Sato with husband Jason Dungjen and 

two-time World Professional Pairs Champions, Elena Leionova and Andrei Khvalko- delivered 

the full artistic package of figure skating that naturally begs for a male/female balance. That all 

three pairs were married couples underscored the closeness these skaters must develop to work 

well together on the ice. The couples, featuring a number of nationalities, also helped underscore 

the “world culture” theme that ran lightly through the production. 

 

Throughout the show, the five-member vocal group Celtic Woman took the stage at the far end 

of the ice in bright, vibrant dresses to perform selections of their original ethereal music. If I had 

one critical comment to make about this part of the presentation, I would have to suggest that 

Celtic Woman was underutilized. While their moments on stage fit perfectly with the skating, so 

did the prerecorded music, piped in with such clarity that the live music and canned music were 

nearly indistinguishable, other than the visual image of the five women on stage. 

 

If I were to pick my favorite parts of the Skating Spectacular, they would almost all have to do 

with the dramatic poses and confident movement of the Russians- Leionova and Khvalko. They 

were ALWAYS exciting when on the ice. 

 



After the main part of the show was completed, Boitano took a mike and explained to the crowd 

that the time had come for the performers to do some retakes on some of the more difficult 

moves they attempted with mixed results.  To me, this was the most revealing part of the 

evening. Of course, figure skating is a lot about making things look perfectly smooth and calm, 

but mistakes will happen and while the television audience will see only  the completed edit of 

the program, the BEC crowd got to watch these skaters work determinately on making those 

moves right.  

 

Some of the performers did two or more retakes on the difficult stuff and it was actually great to 

see them trying so hard to succeed. Perhaps this sent the best message of all- perfection is a great 

goal, but you have to work VERY hard to get it. In other words, behind the mask of figure 

skating sweetness is a face of desire and determination and the retakes allowed the audience to 

see that clearly. Their applause when the skaters finally did nail their moves was perhaps 

stronger and more genuine than during the show itself.  


